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Top gear for prime dealerships
– Yields have strengthened across the sector to levels not seen since the height of the market in 2007.
– The best dealership investment would now achieve a yield of 4.75%, a level we forecast to remain
stable in the coming months.
– Potential for covenant improvement exists as the larger dealer groups evaluate acquisition opportunities.

THE MOTOR RETAIL SECTOR
As the UK economy continues its general recovery, the UK motor industry
has been a fundamental part of this growth. 2013 saw the highest annual
registration of new cars since 2007 with 22 consecutive monthly rises
through to December 2013. The Society of Motor Manufacturers (SMMT)
reported 2,264,737 new cars registered in 2013, a 10.8% increase on
2012. The SMMT forecast new car registrations will stabilise during 2014,
anticipating growth of around 1%.
Two of the main drivers of this sales growth are an improving UK
consumer environment creating demand, coupled with a weak car market
in the Eurozone driving supply. Consequently, the manufacturers have
been targeting the UK as a location for shifting cars with one of their
main sales tools being the availability of cheap credit. The sources of this
credit are usually finance operations owned by the motor manufacturers
themselves. Historically people wanted to own their cars but now
the priority is to merely use the car on the most affordable basis. It is
estimated that approximately 75% of new cars are now bought with credit.

It is estimated that approximately
75% of new cars are now bought
with credit.
For the motor dealers, recent growth is not just restricted to new car sales.
Strong performance is also being seen in used car sales and aftersales
which are both equally important profit generators within their businesses.
These positive market conditions are resulting in increased profitability
for the majority of dealer groups, providing property investors with even
greater security of income. In recent weeks Pendragon and Inchcape have
reported increased pre-tax profit for 2013 of 14% and 11% respectively.

The increased stability in the sector, coupled with increased levels of
profitability, is likely to lead to further retailer consolidation as the larger
dealer groups evaluate acquisition opportunities. A recent example of
this is the purchase by Lookers of Surrey based Colborne Group for
£33.6million.
At the same time as improving market conditions, the motor retail industry
has become far more customer focused. The successful modern dealership
is bright and efficient and the historic high pressure method of sales has
been replaced by friendly, customer focused service of high quality.
The purchase of a new vehicle is increasingly becoming an ‘experience’,
not a transaction.
In pursuit of these ideals, motor dealers need to be ever mindful
of providing the ideal physical product, both in terms of location
and size. The manufacturers continue to impose strict
requirements on their dealer partners and there is
increasing pressure for showroom areas to be of a
sufficient size to cater for enlarged model ranges. The
long term viability of the facility is therefore something
investors should consider when evaluating acquisitions.

MOTOR TRADE INVESTMENT MARKET
Since we published our last Bulletin in September 2013 the wider
investment market has experienced significantly increased levels of
investor demand with only a limited supply of suitable opportunities,
the consequence being a dramatic rise in prices over the last six
months. This scenario is borne out by a number of recent transactions
in the motor trade sector which in some cases show yields falling to
levels not seen since the height of the market in 2007!
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Motor Trade Yield Lights
The benchmark in the sector for prime yields are manufacturer let
investments. In December 2013 Volkswagen Group concluded the
leaseback of newly developed facilities in Coulsdon and Llandudno,
together with a modern dealership in Watford, at a blended initial yield
of 5.1%. In our opinion, this yield is slightly skewed by the inclusion of
Llandudno which was perceived by many investors to be a secondary
location. A current sale, also secured on the Volkswagen covenant, is
five modern dealerships which formed the bulk of the larger ‘El Nino’
portfolio. The leases have approximately 19 years unexpired with
five yearly rent reviews geared to RPI in the range of 2% to 2.5% pa
compounded. The portfolio totals approximately £28 million and is
under offer to an institutional investor at around 5.05% net initial. In
view of this evidence, we believe that a modern dealership in a prime
location, secured on a manufacturer covenant for at least 20 years
would achieve a net initial yield of 4.75%.
The sector of the motor trade market which has seen the biggest
inward yield shift is those investments let to the leading dealer groups.
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Yields assume a minimum 20 year lease term with rental uplifts.

For example, Inchcape are to develop a flagship facility for BMW and Mini in Reading and
the funding opportunity was marketed on a very limited basis last summer. It is rumoured
that this deal has recently transacted at an initial yield marginally below 5% - if correct,
this will be the first time this level has been breached for a dealer group covenant. This
aggressive pricing reflects the South East location, a 25 year lease to Inchcape Group
incorporating guaranteed rental uplifts and the ideal institutional lot size of around £20m.
This transaction also shows how for premium brands in a major territory, the retailer
anticipates trading profitably off a rental commitment of broadly £1million per annum.

Looking forward, in view of the appetite of institutional investors to spend their
significant allocations, we envisage continuing enthusiasm for the sector. However,
on the basis of prime yields currently being 4.75%, we see limited prospects for
further yield enhancement on opportunities let to either manufacturers or leading
dealer groups. This prime yield currently shows a risk premium of broadly 150
basis points compared to 15 and 20 year gilts, a margin the majority of ‘annuity’
based buyers will seek to maintain.
The area where we do see the potential for strengthening yields is those
investments let to regional dealer groups. The covenant strength of many smaller
dealers will have improved during the recent trading upturn and as investors move
up the risk curve, these opportunities will offer an attractive income return. Also,
with many of the larger dealer groups now on the acquisition trail, the potential
exists for a quick win through immediate covenant improvement.
Another development situation progressing through legals is the forward sale
of a Volkswagen dealership in Colchester, adjoining the new A12 junction. This is
to be let to Inchcape Estates for 20 years with five yearly rent reviews geared to
RPI in the range of 1% to 4%pa. This facility occupies a site of 3.9 acres, further
proof of manufacturers and retailers seeking larger sites to accommodate bigger
showrooms and extensive external car parking. The investment is under offer at
approximately £6,500,000 reflecting a net initial yield of 5.25%. A discount of only
25 to 50 basis points between manufacturer and leading dealer group covenants
is an historically small margin, reflecting not only the strength of investor demand
but also how the major dealer groups are now perceived to offer very strong
security of income.

‘The area where we do see the potential
for strengthening yields is those
investments let to regional dealer groups’

As stated in our September Bulletin, we continue to have concerns over smaller
or more dated facilities, particularly in secondary towns. As suggested above, sites
which are constrained in terms of size may have limited long term viability and
in such situations investors should have close regard to site value and potential
alternative uses.

HSM
During the last 10 years HSM have advised on the sale and purchase of over
£275million of motor trade investments. Our clients include AXA Real Estate,
Aviva Investors, BlackRock Investment Management, Canada Life, CBRE
Global Investors and Vardy Property Group, together with undertaking
sale and leasebacks on behalf of Pendragon and Sytner Group.

There have been a number of opportunities offered for sale with lease terms of
between 10 and 12 years where the basis of review is open market rental value
only. In these instances, investments secured on manufacturer covenants have
achieved yields around 6.5%, whilst those let to dealer groups have achieved
generally between 7% and 7.5%, the differential resulting from the physical
attributes of the facility and the likelihood of future rental growth.
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